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business and 3nmxm petuodicals wmxnsQ
THE BUSINESS SITUATION*

A Selected List Compiled From the Periodicals
Received in the Libraries of the /J. S. Department ' of
Agriculture and the Federal Farm Board, by Mamie I. Herb

Under the Direction of Mary C-. Lacy, Librarian
Bureau, of Agricultural Economics.

UNITED STATES

Annalist. Weekly Few York, iTew York Times Co.
"A journal of finance, commerce and economics."
Contains signed and unsigned articles, business statistics,

news of securities, stock and bond transactions; a review of the
business outlook, and outstanding features in commodities such as
cotton, wheat, coffee, hides, silk, sugar and' rubber.

Bank and Quotation Record. ,-Monthly-, Few York, William B. Dana
Company.

Contains a review for the month, of commercial and financial
events; a monthly end yearly record of various exchanges in 2Iew

York, Pittsburgh, Chicago, Boston, Philadelphia, Detroit, Cleveland,
San Francisco, Los Angeles; also quotations of bonds and, stocks.

Bank of .America. Review. ^Ionthly^ ITew York.
Contains regularly a review of business conditions - the money

market, iron and stool, the agricultural situation, automobile pro-
duction, textiles, retail trade, etc e ; table of Spot Commodity
Prices; monthly Chart of Business Barometers; and articles on
outstanding current topics.

Bankshares Review. [.Monthly^ Published by the Wisconsin Bankshares
Corporation in the Interest of Agriculture, Industry, and Banking
of this Trade Territory, Milwaukee.

The Bankshares Review is successor to Business and Financial
Comment

.

Reviews briefly the general business situation.

*This list does not claim to be complete. It merely includes the
business and banking periodicals reviewing the business situation, which
arc received currently in the Library of the Bureau of Agricultural
Economics and in the library of the Federal Farm Board. The Library
of the U. S. Department of Commerce issued a more complete list of
banking publications in June IS 31, entitled, A List of Bank Publications
i s sued poriodie ally - For eign and Dome stic . r

Mimeographe d-,

.



Barron's; the national financial weekly. 44 Broad Street, New York City.
Contains material of a financial -nature of both national and

international interest.' The material includes signed articles,
unsigned articles .and communications, a review of the week,
editorial comment, a section entitled ''Financial queries and
Investment Suggestions", a weekly dividend calendar, quotation
records, etc.

Bradstreet»s; a journal of trade, finance, and public economy. .Weekly.
148 Lafayette St., Hew York, T$m Y.

Contains a summary of business conditions, editorial comment,
aruiej.es on outstanding subjects, trade reports, carloadings, bank
clearings, wholesale prices, etc. Has a section which gives
significant news events of the week.

Brookmire economic service, inc. "The Brookmire forecaster. [Issued
semi-monthly] 551 Fifth Ave., I\Tew York City.

The Forecaster "Analyzes and discusses facts which have a
bearing 0n the commercial, industrial, and financial progress of
the country as a whole. in compact form, this bulletin presents
valuable information dealing specifically with conditions relating
to employment, purchasing power, interest rates and many other
factors. In other words, this bulletin indicates the upward or
downward trend of general business and suggests the proper manager-
ial policies.

"

Besides the "Forecaster" the 3rookrdre Economic Service also
issues The Brook-airc Commodity Bulletins (issued monthly in three
sections), The Brookmire Sales and Credit Map (issued monthly in
two sections), and Special Reports (issued. monthly) on financial
and industrial subjects. (Soecial Reports are available to clients
on request.)

Business Week. Hew York City, McGraw-Hill Publishing Co., Inc.
"The journal of business news and interpretation."
Contains a section entitled, "Swift Survey of Business Abroad."

Chase Economic Bulletin. ITew York, Chase national Bank of the City of
Hew York.

c
issucd irregularly.

3
Contains chiefly information on banks and banking and the money

situation.

Cleveland trust company. Business bulletin.
c
Monthly

3 . Cleveland,
OhiOj Cleveland Trust Company.

Contains a brief review of general business conditions.

Commerce and Finance.
E
Weekly., 95 Broad Street, Hew York City.

"A weekly newspaper published to promote sound economic thought,
intelligent commercialism -and financial discrimination."



Commercial and Financial Chronicle. ^Weekly-j BTe^ York City.
A weekly world-review of commerce, industry and finance.

Contains sections devoted to current events and discussions, "bank
clearings, Hew York stock exchange. -sales, general corporate and
investment news, current earnings - monthly, quarterly and half
J^^ly, commercial markets and the crops.

Commercial West.
c
Weekly., Minneapolis, Minn.

"The financial weekly of the West."

Continental Illinois bank and trust company, Chicago. The Trend
of business. Chicago. Published only when conditions warrant.

A small publication devoted to "Trend in Business", Illustrated
by tables or charts.

Denver. University. School of commerce, accounts and finance. University
of Denver business review.

c
Issued monthly except during July and

August
:

Denver, Colorado.
This brief review usually contains the principal conclusions of

a report or a study made on some significant topic and is often
accompanied by tables and charts. There ad so appears regularly a.

current statistical summary of business conditions.

Dun*s Review; a weekly survey of business conditions in the United States
and Canada. New York, R. C-. Dun & Co.

Economist and Magazine of La Salle Street. 'Weekly- 327 South La Salle
St., Chicago, 111.

A magazine which is designed to be of service to "finance, commerce,
real estate and building."

Federal land bank of Wichita. Financing of farming. j-Monthly^
Wichi t a. , Kan sas

.

As the name of this publication indicates, it contains information
on the financing of farming and related subjects. It also includes
reports of operations and statement of condition of the Federal
Land Bank of Wichita.

Federal reserve bank of Atlanta. Monthly review of financial, agricultur-
al, trade and industrial conditions in the sixth Federal reserve
district. Atlanta, Georgia.

Federal reserve bank of Boston. Monthly review of industrial and
financial conditions in the rTew Sigland district. Boston,
Ma s sachusetts.

Federal reserve bank of Chicago. Business conditions. Monthly
review. Chicago.



Federal reserve ban!? of Cleveland.
.
Monthly business review covering

financial, industrial, and agri cultural conditions in the fourth

Federal reserve district. Cleveland, Ohio.

Federal reserve hank of Dallas. Monthly business review. Dallas, Texas.

Federal reserve hank of Kansas' City. Monthly review of agricultural,

industrial, trade and financial conditions in the tenth Federal

reserve district. Kansas City, Ho.

Federal reserve hank: of Minneapolis. Monthly review of agricultural

and "business conditions in the ninth Federal reserve district.

Minneapolis, Minn.

Federal reserve hank of ITew York. Monthly review- of credit and business

conditions, second Federal reserve district. Few York, IT. Y.

Federal reserve hank of Philadelphia. ^Business review. Third Federal

Reserve District. Philadelphia, Pa.

Federal reserve bank of Richmond. Monthly review, credit, business and

agricultural conditions. Richmond, Va.

Federal reserve hank of St. Louis. Monthly review of agricultural,

industrial, trade and financial conditions in the eighth Federal

reserve district. St. Louis, Mo. -

Federal reserve bank of San Francisco. Monthly review of business

conditions. San Francisco, Calif.

Federal Reserve Bulletin. Washington, D. C, U. S. Federal Reserve Board.

"The Federal Reserve Bulletin is the board* s medium of communication

with member hanks of the Federal reserve* system. sl

Contains a review of the month, annual reports of harks, national

summary of business conditions, financial, industrial and commercial

statistics, tables and charts showing banking and business conditions

in Federal Reserve Districts, financial statistics for foreign

countries, detailed Federal reserve statistics, etc.

Financial Age.
c
Weekly

3
. Hew Y0 rk, IT. Y.

This publication is chiefly devoted to matters relating to

financial affairs - banks and banking, credit conditions, etc. It

contains articles on current topics and gives each week the economic

aspect of the week 1 s news.

Financial World; .America1 s investment and business weekly. 53 Park

Place, Hew York, IT. Y.

"The Financial World was established to diffuse the truth about

investments."
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First national bank of Boston, ' New England letter. ^Monthly-,
cBoston.-j

A small publication which contains a.. review of general conditions
in New England with special reference to iron and steel, wool and
woolen goods,,, cotton

t
and cotton goods, hides, leather and footwear,

and silk and silk'gbod^.
"•'

'

''"

* c* : ;

Georgia Business Review.
c
Monthly

-j
. Published jointly "by the Citizens

and Southern National Bank:, and The Bureau of Business He search,
School of Commerce, University of ;

" Georgia; Athens, Georgia.
The first motive of the School of : Commerce in publishing this

review of business conditions is, I'the desire to lend whatever aid
trained observers and statisticians can render business men of the
state in the way of chronicling the trend of economic and industrial
events, checking up the progress of Georgia, and possibly attempting
some forecasts."

Guaranty Survey. .Monthly.. New York, Guaranty Trust Conroany of Hew
York.

2

The material contained in this publication is listed under the
following headings: Business and Financial Conditions; Securities
Market; General l Conditions Abroad; and- Statistical Supplement. A
table gives wholesale prices of cattle, coal, coffee, corn, cotton,
wheat, hides, rubber, etc. in connection with the statistical
supplement

.

Note*- The Guaranty Trust Company has offices in London,
Liverpool, Paris, Havre, Brussels and .Antwerp. No statement as
to the economic conditions in these countries is issued by the
company except that found in "guaranty Survey, » under the
heading "General Conditions Abroad."

Harvard economic society. Weekly letter. Boston, Mass.
"In cooperation with The London and Cambridge Economic Service,

the Institute of Statistics of the University of Paris, and the
Institute of Statistics of the University of Rome."
- Contains analyses of current -business and financial conditions.

"Twice each month, the Weekly Letter presents the Harvard Index
of General Business Conditions (Chart I). This Index gives a
month-to-month picture of the movements of speculation (Curve A),
business (Curve B), and money (Curve C) during the past seven
yea^rs...

"The Index Chart is accompanied by a brief, systematically
arranged interpretation of the significance of recent developments
in business and finance. The conclusions drawn from the chart and
the supplementary economic analyses are then summed "up in a. brief
concluding paragraph on the outlook... . .



"One letted a month is devoted to a more detailed analysis of

industrial output and commodity prices. In the section relating
... to manufacture, the jousted Index of the Volume of Manufacture is

presented. .... ..

"

"In the section relating to Commodity prices, a brief discussion
is given of the present and prospective trend of wholesale commodity
prices; Charts and tables showing the course of general prices
and of price changes in individual commodities are here presented.
From time to time special attention is given to the basic factors
which govern general prices; such as, world gold stocks, monetary
policies, European price levels, and similar subjects.

"Each week the Weekly Letter contains, in addition to other
charts, the Weekly Index Chart. This chart shows the week-to-week
movements of stock prices, commodity prices, and money rates
without any statistical correction..." - Description in part as

taken from a pamphlet issued by the Harvard Economic Society.

Industrial Digest and Commodities and Finance. j-Monthly-j 80 Washington
Street, New York City.

' This publication is a consolidation (effective, November, 1930) of

The Industrial Digest and Russell* s Review of Commodities and
Finance.

, »A digest of all important commercial subjects" - the

business trend, banks and banking, foreign conditions, commodity
reports - (grain, cotton, silk, rubber, coffee, sugar, cocoa,
etc.), transportation, labor and wages, etc.

A section entitled "The Month in Perspective" is included in

each issue.

Irving trust co. Mid-month review of business; a survey of conditions
in trade and industry. 233 Broadway, New York City.

La Salle extension university, Chicago. Business bulletin. ^Monthly-,

Chicago

.

A business bulletin containing, for the greater part, comments
and short articles on industrial, agricultural, financial and
mercantile conditions. Each issue contains a map - La Salle Map
of Business Conditions ~ which shows the condition of business for

the month.

London & Cambridge economic service. Monthly bulletin. pablished
by the Executive Committee of London & Cambridge Economic Service,

co-re of the London School of Economics, Houghton St., Aldwych,
London, W. C. 2.

This service is issued in cooperation with the Harvard Economic
Society, Cambridge, U. S. A.
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The Monthly Bulletin contains "charts, tables and comments
dealing with the current trade position in the United Kingdom and
in America ("by cable from the current Harvard Service)". A
Supplement to this Monthly Bulletin contains similar material
dealing with European countries and the latest available British
figures. The statistics in the Bulletin include finance, prices
and wages, trade and output, transport and unemployment. Special
quarterly issues are also published "containing a review of the
preceding quarter, brief articles on such matters as capital issues,
movement of exchanges, movements of foreign trade, and public finance
during that quarter, and charts and tables covering longer periods."

Special Memoranda are also issued from time to time covering
various subjects, such as Stocks of Staple Commodities, and A JSTew-

Index-lTumber of Wages.

Magazine of Wall Street. ^Bi-weekly-j . 42 Broadway, Hew York, N. Y.
With but a few exceptions the material in this magazine is

classified in the table of contents under the following headings:

t

Investment and Business Trend; Bonds; Railroads; Public Utilities;
' Industrials; Readers 1 Forum; Trade Tendencies; and Answers to
Inquiries. Eo.cn issue contains signed articles and other
information related to the subject of business, finance, and
investment.

National city bank of New York. Economic" conditions; governmental
finance; U. S. securities. [-Monthly^ . New York, N. Y.

Contains a review of general business conditions as well as
comments, discussions and quotations on outstanding events of
the day.

National industrial conference board inc. The Conference board bulletin.
f-Monthly-j 24-7 Park Ave., Hew York, N. Y.

This oulletin is devoted to the discussion of such subjects as
Recent developments in manufacturing industry; Possibilities of
world trade; Sales output for manufactured goods; National wealth
and income in 1929; Exports and imports in 1930.

Each issue contains a list of recent books.
A supplement to the Conference Board Bulletin which is also

issu.ed monthly, contains a summary of current business conditions
and has a section devoted to "Major Industries."

New York trust co. The Index.
c
Monthly-j New York.

Contains tables bearing the following titles: Index of Security
Prices; Money Market; Commodity Prices; and Indications.

Articles on tro.de, commerce, finance and industry or related
subjects appear in each issue.



Northwest Bancorporation Review. . ^Monthly-, Minneapolis, Minn.

Contains news of the month,;, and reviews signifleant conditions

and developments on subjects relating to baiiking, manufacturing,
mining, agriculture, transportation, legislation, etc. A taole

showing wholesale commodity prices for grain, "butter, eggs,

poultry, flour, bran, oil meal,; livestock, copper, lead, and

sine appears quarterly.
The "combined trade areas of 135 "banks and other financial

institutions affiliated through the Northwest Banco rporation include

approximately ten states ... Minnesota, Wisconsin, Iowa, Nebraska,
- North Dakota, South Dakota,, Montana, Wyoming, Idaho, and Washington."

Ohio. State university. College of commerce and administration. Bureau
of business research. Bulletin of business research. ColiTinbus,

Ohio

.

Contains regularly the business and industrial outlook; Business

conditions in Ohio; Business conditions in Ohio cities; The trend of

business; special articles and book reviews.

Trade Winds. ^Monthly., Cleveland, Union 'Trust company of Cleveland,

Ohio.

Contains a review of business conditions - "being a birds-eye
of the salient facets governing the present industrial situation
and probable future activity." Also contains articles dealing
with some phase of bxisiness a.s trends in foreign tra.de in 1930;

Outlook for, rubber industry in. 1931; Can commodity production be

stabilized? The electric power and light industry.

FOREIGN

Argentine Republic
.

!
"

First' national bank of Boston. Buenos Aires branch. The Situation in

Argentina,. j-Monthly^-
,
Buenos Aires.

Besides a. review of general conditions in Argentina, and a.

comparative table of monthly exports, this four page publication

has a table entitled "Banking and Business Movements."

Tornquist E. , and co. Business conditions in the Argentine. Report.

c
Quarterly., Buenos Aires.

Included in this report are reviews on the following subjects:

banks, . cereals, clearinghouses, cotton, foreign exchanges,

foreign tra.de, general situation, labour sittiatio'n, mea,t, national

finances, shipping and freights, stock exchange, sugar, and wool.
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Aa.strcJ.ia

National bank of Australasia Ltd. Monthly stmniary of Australian
conations. 271-279 Collins Street, Melbourne, C. 1, Australia.

A general survey of conditions relating to trade, finance and
comercg, and reports of conditions in the State's are found in each
issue. Space is also devoted to such commodities as wool, wheat,
"butter, and flour -and to overseas trade, stock exchanges and
other subjects of current interest-.

Bolivia

Bolivia; a bi-monthly survey of Bolivian activities. Hew York, IT. Y.

,

The Foreign Hows Distributing Co., Inc.
"Bolivia is designed to present information dealing with all

phases of Bolivian life
c
industry, coranerco, banking, travel,

statistics-j and to provide... information which is desired alike
by exporters and importers in both countries

c
United States and

Bolivia^: statistics, official regulations and new laws."

Brazil

Brazilian Business. Monthly., Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, -American Chamber
of Commerce for Brazil.

Contains a brief review of Brazilian business conditions; of
U. S. business conditions, also agricultural items, and articles
and notes relating to Brazilian business, industry and trade.

Bulgaria

Banque national e de Bulgarie. Bulletin mensuel. Sofia.
Contains a summary of economic conditions in Bulgaria., bank

statistics, import and export statistics, index numbers of
wholesale prices, and financial statistics,

Canada

Bank of Montreal. Business summary. [-Monthly., Montreal, Canada.
A brief summary of "information received by the Bank of Montreal

from its branches throughout Canada and from its offices a,broad.

"

Canadian bank of commerce. Commercial letter.
c
Monthly-, Toronto,

Canada.
"published for the benefit of those interested in the current

business situation in Canada.

"

Royal bank of Canada.
c
Monthly letter., Montreal, Canada.

A small publication which contains information relative to the
status of the leading industries of Canada and the financial
condition. Some issues are devoted to subjects that are of world
interest.
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Central Europe

Anglo-International bank limited. Quarterly review. London.

Prior to January, 1931, the title of this publication was;

Anglo-international 3anl: Limited; monthly review of Central

Europe.
The material contained in the January, 193.1, issue, is listed in

the table of contents as follows: Finance, industry and trade (For

given countries of Central Europe); Foreign exchange market; Central

European bourses; Bank rates; Exchange rates; London money market

rates; and stock exchange quotations.

See also Names of Central European Countries.

China

Capital and Trade. j-TTeekly-, Shanghai, China.

"China* s leading financial, insurance, banking and shipping

journal."
Contains for the most part, articles relating to the subjects

named above.

Czechoslovakia

.Anglo- Czechoslovak and Prague credit bank. Monthly review. Prague.

Partial contents: Unemployment; Review of the month; The money

market; Trade statistics; Foreign trade relations; Agriculture;

Sugar; Textiles; and St ock_ exchange reports.

National bank of Czechoslovakia. Bulletin. (Banque Rationale

Tchecoslovaquie Chechosiovakische Nationalbank, Praha.
c
Monthly3

Prague

.

The text is given in three languages - German, French and

English.
Among the items listed regularly in the table of contents of

this periodical are the following: Business conditions in

Czechoslovakia, Report of the national Bank, Summary table of

economic activities, Money market, Industrial and agricultural

production, and Trade, transport and movement of prices.

Each issue contains diagrams relating to the money market,

Foreign trade and transport, Price indexes, etc.

Denmark

Copenhagen. Danske landmandsbaiik. Monthly review of the economic

situation in Denmark. Copenhagen.
The subject matter in this review is listed under the following

headings: Agriculture; Foreign Trade; Industry; Freight market;

Bonds and Shares; Exchange Market; Banks; Level of Prices; Failure;

Credit and Bypothek Associations.
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Danish Foreign Office Journal. Danish commercial review
c
Monthly

3
Copenhagen.

Contains short articles and statistical information about
agriculture, industry, finance and hanking, ports and shipping,
commerce, domestic trade conditions, science, educational and
technical developments*

Denmark Abroad; a monthly review. Copenhagen, The Commercial Daily.
A review of the finance, commerce, and foreign trade of Denmark,
It regularly contains sections on Danish Agricultural Exports; The

Copenhagen Stock Exchange, and Copenhagen Exchange Rates..

Finanstidende; organ for Kaeringslivet . [.Weekly-, K^benhavn.

.

This publication is devoted to the financial news of Denmark.
It includes bank statements and statements of firms, etc., such as
the East Asiatic Company, Limited. Different issues contain various
sorts of statistics such as the international conjuncture statistics.
(Feb. 11, 1931)

There are also included a political survey, an economic survey,
weekly news, etc., as well as miscellaneous articles - The export of
Danish agricultural products, prices, etc.; Australian economic and
financial discussion; The balance of trade; The French mode of
earning a living, etc.

Estonia

Bank of Estonia. Economic bulletin.
r Semi-annual-, Tallinn,

Eesti.

Contains information on banking and the money market, government
finance and trade and industry. A3. so contains a statistical
section.

Bank of Estonia. Monthly report. Tallinn.
A report on economic and banking conditions.

Finland

Bank of Finland. Monthly hulletin. Published at Helsinki (Helsingfors),
Finland.

This bulletin contains regularly a review of the Finnish market;
statistics relating to the money market, state finance, trade,
traffic, level of prices, and the labor - market; one or two signed
articles; and a section entitled: Certain Particulars About Finland,
.which contains information relating to the form of government, land,
industry, finance and banking.
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Finnish Trade Review. A Quarterly review of trade,' industry, agriculture

and economics in Finland. Helsinki (Kelsingfors). The Finnish

Export Association and the Central Chamber of Commerce.-
The chief contents .of this review are o, stamnary of economic

conditions, articles and notes, and' sections devoted to production

and trade, foreign trade, finance and banking, and transport*

France '

Banque nationale franchise du commerce exterieur. Bulletin mensuel

d l etu.des et d 1 informations economiq-j.es. "Paris.

. Only one issue was available for examination and this number

contains an article on the economic crisis of 1930 with • special

reference to its effect on France. A hrief summary of trade and

financial conditions in the principal European countries, in the

Orient, in Latin America, and in South Africa in 1930 is given.

Also contains index numbers of wholesale prices in a number of

. countries; prices of important commodities, and money market

quotations.

Germany
%

Berlin. Institut fur konjxinkturforschung. Wochenbericht . . . EErsg.

prof. dr. Ernst Wagemann, Berlin,
A weekiy report of economic conditions in Germany and other

countries. . .The movement of business, foreign trade, employment,^

the money aid stock markets, industrial production, and credit, is

indicated and illustrated by curves. Weekly and monthly-

statistics are given of unemployment ,
transportation, credit

security, stock market quotations, wholesale index numbers and

prices. A general surve3^ of the economic situation in the

principal European countries and in the Argentine Rep^lic* Brazil,

Chile, and Mexico is given from time to time.

Deutsche "bank und disconto-gesellschaft . Wirt schaftliche mitteilungen.

j-Monthly^ Berlin

.

Contains a brief statement of the Berlin stock exchange and

money market; an outline of general economic conditions in Germany;

international wholesale price index numbers; prices of important

commodities on world market; etc.

Dresdner bank. Monthly report of the Dresdner Bank. Berlin.

This report usually contains a review of the general 1 economic^

situation in Germany, also figures on the German economic situation;

quotations of the Berlin Stock exchange; and reports from the

German industry.
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Great Britain

Barclays Bank Limited. Monthly review. London.
This monthly review contains regularly sections devoted to trade

conditions, notes on current topics, India, the noney market, the
stock exchange, the foreign exchanges, and statistics. The
statistical section contains data relating to trade, finance,
"unemployment and prices.

(Issues prior to 1930 contain somewhat different material.)

British Trade Journal and Export World. -Monthly-, London, E.C.4.
Included in the material in this .publication are notes and

comments on outstanding topics of the day; a section entitled "Banking
and Finance"; current prices of numerous commodities and a review of
the "State of the Market."

Economist, Weekly Commercial Times, Bankers' Gazette end Railway Monitor;
a political, literary, and general newspaper. 8 Bouverie Street,
London, E.G.4.

Contains short articles on current topics of interest in the
economic and general fields; a section on Overseas Correspondence,
which shows the economic situation in various countries; The Stock
Exchange; The Bankers » Gazette, showing clearing returns and
statements of various "banks; commercial reports; weekly prices
current for numerous commodities; etc.

Lloyds bank limited. Monthly review. London, E.G. 3.
Contains notes of the month; Home reports; Dominion reports;

Foreign reports; statistics of banking, money, exchanges and public
finance, trade and prices; and several/ articles by "economists
of standing."

Martins bank: limited. Monthly circular. Liverpool, England.
Contains regularly reviews of business conditions at home and

abroad; the money market; foreign rates of exchange; the stock
exchange; and foreign trade. Also contains industrial reports
from head office and branches which include agriculture, the coal
trade, corn, cotton, drugs and chemicals, the engineering trade,
hides, the iron and steel trades, leather, boots and shoes, the
provision trade, rubber, ship building and repairing, the timber
trade, West African produce, the wholesale clothing trade and the
wool textile trade.

Each publication contains a list of books of the month.

Midland bank limited. Monthly review. London, E.C.2. •

This publication contains regularly reports from business centres -
each centre reporting on its leading industries, and an article or
two on an outstanding cuirrent topic such as The Monetary Element in
Trade Recovery; The Grain Markets of Britain; The Growing Burden
of International Debts; etc.



Royal economic society. Memorandum. London.

This publication is issued six times a year, by arrangement with

the London and Cambridge Economic Service.

Many numbers of the publication "bear the title' "Report on Current

Economic Conditions". It includes general index charts, United

Kingdom and U. S. A.; reviews of the general "business position; of

finance, trade and industry; index numbers of production; graphs

and tables of subsidiary series - finance, prices and wages, trade

and output, transport and unemployment, and foreign exchange.

Some issu.es have been devoted to studies of a given subject as

"Studies in the Artificial Control of Raw Material Supplies* Ho. 1.

Sugar."

Schroder & Co., J. Henry. Quarterly review. London.
A quarterly review of business conditions of international scope.

The Statist; a journal of practical finance and trade.
_ c
Weekly^ 51

Cannon St., London, E. C.4.
in economic journal devoted to finance and trade. Contains

special articles, overseas correspondence, news and notes of the

money market, stock exchange, insurance notes, a tabular appendix

which lists among other things wholesale prices of commodities.

Westminster bank limited. Westminster bank review.
c
Monthly.,

London, E.C. 2.

Each month this publication contains an unsigned article on some

significant economic' subject, also other information under the

following headings: British Trade Returns; Stock Exchange; Home

Industries; and Foreign l\Tews.

There is a statistical supplement which gives figures of import,

export, employment, home, railway traffic receipts, retail trade,

prices and wages, revenue returns, etc.

Greece

Banque do Grece. Bulletin mensuel. Athenes.
Contains financial and banking statistics; import and export

statistics; index numbers of retail prices and cost of living in

Athens.
(Only one issue of this publication was available for examination.)

Hungary

Budapest. Central corporation of banking companies. Economic bulletin.

Budapest.
Among the subjects listed in the table of contents are the •



following: Activity of the Banks, agriculture, loans granted on
the basis of mortgage bon&s, produce market, foreign trade,
commercial relations, marufactaring industry, commerce, money
market and stock exchange, and cost of living, A review is given
oi each subject listed. There are also numerous diagrams and
statistical tables.

Associazione fra le societa italiane per azioni. Business and Pinancia
Report; a Monthly Survey of Italian trade and Industry. Rome.

Gives briefly a review of the economic, industrial, or financial
situation. It regularly contains trade statistics, statements of
certain commercial banks, treasury statements, and stock exchange
quotat ions,

Banca Commercial e Italiane. Rcvista Mensile. Milan.
Contains financial and banking statistics in Italy, market move-

ments and prices of grain, textiles, coal etc; and gives an account
of the first year's activity of the International Bank.

(Only one copy of this publication was available for examination

Lat in Ane r 1 ca

Royal Bank of Canada. Business Conditions in Latin America and the Ues
Indies. Issued every two months. Montreal.

Contains a review of the business situation by country. The
material is sub-divided under the following headings: General
situation, Finance, Foreign trade, Construction, Tariff, Production
Transport and communication. Reports of specific commodities are
given such as sugar, tobacco, coffee, cotton, cocoa, bananas, spice
limes, coconuts and copra and rice. South American investments and
Latin American railway receipts are also given.

(The May, 1931 issue of this publication was the only issue
available for examination.)

See also South Anerica and names of Latin American countries.

Latvia

Bank of Latvia. Economic Review. r Riga?-j
A small periodical, published several times a year, in which the

following material is included: Some "guiding facts" as to governme:
land, population, industry, finance and banking; the "activities of
Latvijas Banka" which includes tables, charts and comments of the
banking activities; Latvian import and export shown in tabular and
graphic form; the Economic situation also shown in tabular form; an
brief reviews of such subjects as: credit conditions, agriculture,
foreign trade, industry, traffic.
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Netherlands

Amsterdam. Rotterdam sche bankvereeniging. Monthly review. Ainsterdani.

Includes an economic review, infouna tion on foreign trade. Foreign
rates of exchange and Foreign exchange market.

Amsterdamsche t)ank. Financial & economic review of the statistical
department. [Quarterly], Amsterdam.

Contains a review of financial and economic conditions in

Holland and a signed article on some significant subject.

Norway

Norges bank. Monthly report on the economic conditions in Norway.
Oslo.

Contains a general survey, information on banking, foreign
trade, shipping, customs revenues, fisheries, industry, etc.

Poland

Bank of Poland. Bulletin. [Quarterly. Warsaw.]
Contains the quarterly report of the Foreign member of the

council of the Bank of Poland and Financial Advisor to the Polish
Government. The Report is submitted to the Bank of Poland and
according to a letter of transmittal accompanying the report it

is the advisor* s intention not only to report the progress of
the various aspects of the Stabilization Plan but also "to

describe the gencra.1 situation as regards the credit of Poland
and the economic conditions as they exist in the country."

Tharo is a statistical section which contains tables relating
to banking; employment and unemployment; imports and exports;
foreign trade; and foreign shipping. There is also a table

showing indices of wholesale and retail prices and cost of living.

National economic bank. (B rnk Gospodarstwa Krajowegc.) Monthly
review. T7arsaw, Poland.

A review of the aaonomic situation in Poland for a given month -

The review is sub-divided as follows: General characteristics,
Money market

, Agriculture, Mining, Industries, Trade and shipping
and State of omployrient and wages. There is also a statistical
section.

Polish Business Conditions. Monthly Publication of the Institute for

Economic Research. Warsaw, Poland.
A review of general business conditions in Poland including the

money market, the labour market, trade, agriculture and sometimes

prices, mines and foundries, manufacturing industrias, etc.

Contains tables md charts.
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Portugal

See South America - Bank of London and South America Limited; Monthly
Review of Business and Trade Conditions in South .America and Portugal.

South Africa, Union of

Standard bank of South Africa limited. Monthly review. Cape Town,
South Africa.

Contains a brief report on business conditions, farming, mining,
and manufacturing industries. Also contains foreign trade and
shipping returns for a given month, trade reports, a graphic
presentation of Business indicators in the Union of South Africa,
and a statistical section which contains tables jith the following
titles: South African exchange rates, Bank statements, Current
statistics of finance, industry and trade, Sxport of South African
produce, Export of fruit and grain, Price indexes - retail and
wholesale, and Mineral production.

South America

Anglo-South American bank, Ltd. Cabled reports Circular. '[Weekly.]
London , S . C . 2

.

The reports in this publication "arc based upon the latest cable
and other advices received from... Branches and associated Insti-
tutions, giving a review of current credit conditions, with brief
records of commodity and stock market movements, in the countries
where the Bank is represented."

Bank of London and South America Limited. Monthly review of business and
trade conditions in South America and Portugal. London, B.C. 2.

The arrangement of the "review" is first by country and then
by state. Each issue contains a separate sheet giving "quotations
of local stacks and shares as per cables from branches" of the
Bank of London and South America Limited.

Banquo Franqaiso ot Italionne pour L T Amerio/uo du Sud. Bulletin. Paris.
A monthly report containing statistics of import and export

of South American countries; st^ck exchange quotations for Milan,
Paris, and South American countries and a review of the financial
situation in Italy.

(Only one issue was available for examination.

)

See also Latin America and names of South American countries.

Sweden

Index. [Monthly.] Stockholm, Sweden, Svenska Eondolobanker.
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The greater portion of space in this publication is giver, to

one or two articles on a subject of world wide interest as unemployment
Coal; Cotton; Wheat; The Price Level and the Rate of Interest, etc.

Each issue contains a statistical section in which data are
presented of volume of Swedish foreign trade; Sweden's foreign
shipping; Swedish freight index; etc. Quite often a survey of
economic conditions is also given.

Switzerland

Swiss bank corporation, Buletin mensuel. [Bale, Switz.]
This bulletin contains financial and banking statistics for

Switzerland, information on exports and imports, articles on such
subjects as The Gold Problem, Economic Conditions in the United
States, Report of Federal Railways for 193C, etc.

Turkey

Ottoman bank. Monthly circular. Galata.
This circular of the Ottoman Bank, formerly the Imperial Ottoman

Bank contains for the most part information relating to finance and
commerce; Agricultural and trade reports from the branch banks and
affiliated institutions; and the Manchester monthly cotton trade
review.

U. S. S. R.

Economic Review of the Soviet Union. New York. /jntorg Trading
Corporation.

"A semi-monthly survey of Soviet economic developments and of
trade between the United States and the Soviet Union."

West Indies

See Latin America - Royal Bank of Canada. Business Conditions in
Latin America and the West Indies.

Yugoslavia

Banque Mationale du Royaume do Yougoslavio. Service des etudes econcmiqucs.
Bulletin trimestriel (National Bank of the Kingdom of Jugoslavia.
Economic Research Department. Quarterly Bulletin) Beograd.
(Belgrade).

Gives a general survey of the economic activity of the Kingdom
of Jugoslavia during the quarter and has a section containing
numerous statistical tables.

The text is in English and French. Prior to 1330 in French only.

Belgrade Economic Review. Monthly. Belgrade.
"A monthly journal devoted to the economic, financial and

industrial questions of the Kingdom of Yugoslavia."
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AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS BIBLIQGRAHJIES

No. 1. Agricultural economics; a selected list of references. January,
1925. Revised September, 1927; February, 1929; April, 1930.

No. 2. Flour milling and bread making; selected list of references.
February, 1925. Revised June, 1927,; April, 1931.

No. 3. A beginning of a bibliography of the literature of rural life.
March, 1925.

No. 4. Price spreads; a selected list of references relating to analyses
of the portion of the consumer's price accruing to ve.rious agen-
cies. March, 1925.

No. 5. Long-time agricultural programs in the United States - national,
regional, and state. June, 1925.

No. 6. Aids to writers and editors; a selected list of books on the

preparation of manuscripts and the mechanics of writing, for use
in the Bureau of Agricultural Economics. June, 1925.

No. 7. Livestock financing; a selected list of references relating to

the financing of the livestock industry in the United States.
September, 1925.

No. 8. The peach industry in the United States; a selected list of refer-
ences on the economic aspects of the industry including some refer-

ences relating to Canada. October, 1925.

No. 9. Selected list of references on grain sorghums, grass sorghums, and
broom corn. December, 1925.

No. 10. Research in rural economics and rural sociology in the southern
states since 1920; a list of the published, unpublished, and cur-
rent studies. Januar3r

, 1926.

No. 11. Economic periodicals of foreign countries published in the English
language; a selected list. February, 1926. Revised March, 1930.

No. 12. Government control of export find import in foreign countries.
February, 1926.

No. 13. Cooperative marketing of tobacco; a selected list of references.
February, 1926.

No. 14. Factors affecting prices; a selected bibliography, including some
references on the theory and practice of price analysis. March,
1926.
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No. lo. Alabama; an index to the state official sources of agricultural
statistics. March, 1926.

No. 16. Periodicals relating to dairying received in the TJ. S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture. June, 1926. "a" .

I7o. 17. Farm youth; a selected list of references to literature issued
since January, 1920. October, 1926.

No. 12. Price fixing by governments 424 3.0. - 1926 A.D.; a selected
bibliography, including some references on the principles of

price fixing, and on price fixing by private organizations.
October, 1926.

No. 19. The apple industry in the United States; a selected list of refer-
ences on the economic aspects of the industry together with some
references on varieties. June, 1927.

No. 20. Bounties on agricultural products; a selected bibliography. July,

1927.

No. 21. Oklahoma; an index to the state official sources of agricultural
statistics... including a list of the unofficial sources of
Oklahoma agricultural statistics. August, 1927.

No. 22. A list of international organizations interested in agriculture.
November, 1927.

No. 23. Control of production of agricultural products by governments;
a selected bibliography. December, 192?.

No. 24. The poultry industry; a selected list of references on the
economic aspects of the industry, 1920-192?. February, 1923.

No. 25. Taxation and the farmer ; a selected and annotated bitliography.
June, 1928.

No. 26. Labor requirements of farm products in the United Statos.
April, 1929.

No. 27. Agricultural relief; r selected and annotated bibliography.
Juno, 1929.

No. 23. The strawberry industry in the United States; a selected list of

references on the economic aspects of the industry. September,

1929.

No. 29.. Volnation of real estate, with special reference to fana real

estate. November, 1929.

No. 30. Large scale and corporation farming; a selected list of references,

November, 1929.
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No. 31. California; an index to the state sources of agricultural statis-
tics. Part I.- Fruits, vegetables and nuts; an index to the official
sources. Sections 1 and 2. January, 1930; Part II.- Crops other
than fruits, vegetables and nuts; an index to the official sources.
June, 1930; Part III.- Livestock and livestock products; an index to

the official sources. January, 1931; Part 17.- Land, farm property,
irrigation, and miscellaneous items; an indox to the official
sources. April, 1931; Part V.- An indox to some unofficial sources.
February, 1930.

No. 32. Rural standards of living; a selected bibliography. August, 1930.

No. 33. Wheat; cost of production, 1923-1930. References relating to
the United States and some foreign countries. January, 1931.

No. 34. Business and banking periodicals reviewing the business situation.
August, 1931.




